Abstract-A Curved Beam is an element in which the neutral axis in the unloaded condition is curved as an alternative of straight. Curved beams eliminate the use of vertical columns in buildings. The horizontally Curved beam has a variety of uses such as in the design of buildings for good aesthetic looks, in the mechanical elements like crane hooks to lift huge loads. For the required load to withstand, it is tedious to design the beam for stresses at inner and outer layers manually. The parameters which are involved in the curved beams were analyzed. C Program for these parameters is designed and these results are compared with the outputs of FEA based software. Curved beam is modelled in the design software for the required dimensions.
INTRODUCTION
Curved beams finds lot of applications in the fields of automotive and structural mechanics as the use of them reduces many linkages which are attached to the structures, even capable of withstanding diametral loads as in chain links, crane hooks etc. It is necessary to obtain quick solutions to the problems as they are of different cross sections like circular, rectangular and even trapezoidal, analysis of which is most necessary to know their failure conditions and the maximum stress conditions.
In this project we chose circular cross section as it is the most used, we designed chain link and circular rings using CATIA V5 which accepts the dimensions, these dimensions, where also given as inputs to C program coded in CODE BLOCKS (16.01) and the results obtained were checked theoretically and also with the outputs of ANSYS 14.5.
ANSYS being FEA approach approximate results were obtained but the regions of stress conditions was identified clearly. The outputs of C code were exact and quick. The stress conditions for different materials can be determined easily instead of solving theoretically which is tiring. The CATIA model displayed the exact model lookalike.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Theoretical method
Steps and equations
Step 1: Consider the force acting on the link, length of the link, centroidal diameter and diameter of the cross section.
Step 2: Obtain inner radius, centroidal radius and outer radius.
 Inner radius Ri = (1)
Step 3: Obtain values of Rn, e, Ci, Co. Step 4: calculate the axial and shear stresses across the cross section. 
B. C algorithm
Step 1: Enter the type of curved beam, i.e S-Link, or Chain Link, or Ring.
Step 2: Based on the type of Curved Beam, Run respective function.
Step 3: Create a Function named Circular(). In circular(), Enter the diameter of circular cross section, and save it to variable d. Calculate x=d/2. Select the type of radius being entered, i.e. inner radius, outer radius, or centroidal radius. Based on the value entered, calculate the other radii, the neutral axis radius, the distance of inner fiber from neutral axis, the distance of the outer fiber from neutral axis.
Step 4: Create functions slink(), chain-link(), ring(). In each of these functions, the moment is calculated by multiplying force and centroidal axis radius. The stresses at inner and outer fiber, at both cross sections, are calculated using formulae. The stresses and then converted to positive values, and the maximum value is then saved. The maximum shear stress is the half of the stress obtained by calculations
C.
ANSYS Method • Create a new file under the structural menu.
• Import the .CAT file into the ANSYS.
• Create element type of solid tetrahedron 4 node 285.
• Assume model material to be mild steel (E=2.1e11) and possions ratio as 0.3.
• Free mesh the link/ring in YZ plane and refine mesh to the accuracy of 3.
• Constrain the bottom part of the link/ring in all degrees of freedom and apply the given load to the upper part of the link/ring in '-Z' direction.
• Solve the problem.
• Obtain the contour plot of "VONMISES stresses" for deformed and un-deformed shape. IV.
III. RESULTS
A. C output
